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By Sabine Sprenkeler
sabscreas1987.blogspot.nl

Materialen gebruikt voor alle kaarten:
Creatables: LR0691 (Wreath), Stans- en embosapparaat

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm blank card from kraft and adhere 13 x 13 
cm white card and 12.5 x 12.5 cm design paper.
Die cut and emboss the wreath from white card and work with 
grey distress ink.
Die cut branches, leaves and stars from white, silver and glitter 
paper. Work the branches with brown distress ink.
Stamp the text in black ink onto a white scrap.
Complete the card as shown and add enamel dots.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm blank card from kraft and adhere 13 x 13 
cm white card and 12.5 x 12.5 cm design paper.
Die cut and emboss two dark brown wreaths. Adhere one wreath.
Cut out the lower parts of the second wreath and then adhere to 
the first one using foam tape. Stamp the text in the centre.
Die cut and emboss branches. Die cut holly leaves from green 
and glitter paper and bows from silver. Work the branches and 
bows with distress ink and position as shown.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm blank card from kraft and adhere 14.5 x 14.5 
cm white card and 14 x 14 cm design paper.
Die cut and emboss two beige wreaths. Adhere one wreath. Cut 
out the lower parts of the second wreath and then adhere to the 
first one using foam tape.
Die cut and emboss a white and dark brown bird house. Cut off 
the dark brown roof and adhere to the white house.
Die cut branches, flowers and twigs and work with distress ink.
Die cut a label and stamp a text. Tie to the wreath with a length 
of rope.
Complete the card as shown.

Extra needed for card 1:
Creatables: LR0634 (Leaves 
and Star), LR0675 (Leaves and 
Berries), Text stamps: CS1067 
(Handgeschreven-Kerst), 
Stamping ink: black, Distress 
oxide ink: hickory smoke, 
walnut stain, Card: blue, grey, 
Decoration paper: CA3127 
(silver), Glitter paper: CA3142 
(silver), Mirror paper: CA3135 

(silver), Enamel dots: PL4515 (snow & ice)

Extra needed for card 2:
Craftables: CR1434 (Punch 
die-Bows), CR1432 (Branches 
and Leaves), CR1476 (Punch 
die-Holly leaves), Text stamps: 
CS1067 (Handgeschreven-
Kerst), Stamping ink: black, 
Distress ink: different colours, 
Pretty Papers design paper 
pad: PK9171 (Brocante 
Christmas), PK9109 (Kraft), 

Card: white, dark brown, green, Decoration paper: CA3127 
(silver), CA3142 (silver glitter A4)

Extra needed for card 3:
Craftables: CR1477 (Punch 
die-Flowers), CR1510 (Label), 
CR1468 (Butterfly), Creatables: 
LR0512 (Branch and Leaves), 
LR0515 (Bird house), 
Stamping ink: black, Distress 
ink, Pretty Papers design 
paper pad: PK9167 (French 
Antiques), PK9114 (Kraft), 
Card: white, beige, light and 

dark green, light and dark brown, Project NL: PL1523 (Stempel-
Lente), Rope



Copy the outlines of the stencil in pencil onto white card and 
the inner lines onto design paper. Cut out and adhere together.
Die cut and emboss the wreath and work with brown distress 
ink.
Die cut the branch 6x and cut off each leaf.
Die cut the flowers 3x, work with ink and mold into a natural 
shape.
Decorate the wreath and attach to the window with rope.

Extra needed for card 4:
Craftables: CR1432 (Leaves), 
CR1477 (Flowers), Creatables: 
LR0512 (Branch and Leaves), 
Craft stencil: PS8077 (Window 
with shutters), Distress ink: 
walnut stain, Card: white, dark 
brown, light brown, Pretty 
Papers design paper pad: 

PK9166 (Brocante Summer), PK9167 (French Antiques), Shaping 
tools and molding mat: LR0020, Rope

By Marjolein Wormsbecher
magnificentmagnolias.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1331 (Basic shapes-Circles), CR1408 (Card stand), CR1478 (Poinsettia by Marleen), Creatables: LR0493 (Horizon-Snowy 
Mountains), LR0494 (Horizon-Amsterdam), LR0495 (Santa is coming), LR0677 (Circle lay-out set), Die cut and embossing machine, 
Text stamps: CS1067 (Handgeschreven-Kerst), Stamp master advanced: LR0029, Stamping ink: Versafine onyx black, Distress ink: 
faded jeans, Papicolor card: night blue (941), Velvet card: white 200 gr, Blending tools, Brad, Piercing tool or needle 

Tip to quickly find the centre of a circle:
Die cut the largest circle of the circle lay-out set (LR0677) from thin paper. Fold the circle in half and in half again. Cut off a very 
tiny piece of the folded corner.
Unfold the circle, place it on card/design paper and mark the centre with a pencil.

General instruction revolving card:
After the three circles have been fixed together with a brad, the largest circle can be turned, showing at the top either a text or 
Santa with his reindeer.

Extra needed for card 1:
Clear stamps Art: MM1630 
(Hello Fall), MM1631 (Hallo 
Herfst), Distress ink: chipped 
sapphire, Distress oxide 
ink: faded jeans, Papicolor 
card: blue (955), Decoration 
paper: CA3104 (snow paper), 
CA3126 (gold-A5), Gesso: 
white, Glitter glue: stardust 
(Stickles), Marker: Pen-touch 
white + clear block, Piercing 
tool or needle

Die cut the largest circle of LR0677 from white velvet card and 
blue and night blue card.
Pierce a hole in the centre (see Tip) big enough for the brad.
Night blue circle: die cut the horizon Amsterdam just a bit 
higher than the centre. The hole for the brad should be exactly 
between two houses. Then place the horizon Amsterdam onto 
gold-coloured paper, trace the outline of the houses and cut out 
a bit smaller. Adhere behind the windows.
Die cut the poinsettia 3x from snow paper and the hearts and 
leaves from gold-coloured paper.
Blue circle: die cut the snowy mountains. Make sure the 
mountains are visible behind the houses. Work the mountains 
with gesso and glitter glue.
Adhere the blue circles together, with the holes exactly on top 
of each other.
White circle: work one half with the blending tool and distress 
ink faded jeans and the other half with chipped sapphire.
Stamp the ice crystals with distress oxide ink faded jeans along 
the border of the circle randomly.
Tap the clear block against the white marker to make splashes, 
creating a starry night.
Die cut Santa and his reindeer 2x from gold-coloured paper and 
position them onto two opposite borders.
Stamp two different texts onto the border between the two 
Santas.
Completing the card: fix the three circles with a brad.
Die cut the one but smallest circle of CR1331 from white velvet 
card and adhere at the back, covering the folded pins of the 
brad. Die cut a blue card stand.



Extra needed for card 2:
Craftables: CR1335 (Punch 
die-Snowflakes), Pretty Papers 
design paper pad: PK9172 
(Frozen Winter-A4), Decoration 
paper: CA3127 (silver-A5), 
Soft glitter paper: CA3142 
(silver-A4), Glitter: Viva 
eiskristall

Die cut the largest circle of LR0677 twice from white velvet card, 
once from night blue card and once from blue design paper with 
dots. Determine the centre of the four circles (see Tip) and use 
a piercing tool to make a hole in the centre, big enough for the 
brad.
Night blue circle: die cut a semi-circle from blue-white design 
paper and cut off a narrow strip from the straight line. Adhere 
to the night blue circle. Then die cut the horizon Amsterdam, 
just a bit higher than the centre. The hole for the brad should be 
exactly between two houses.
First white circle: die cut the snowy mountains, making sure 
the mountains will be visible behind the houses.
Second white circle and dotted one: adhere the circle of blue 
design paper with dots and work with faded jeans ink and a 
blending tool.
Stamp the text with Versafine ink onto one half of the circle. 
Die cut Santa from silver-coloured paper and adhere to the other 
half. Die cut the ice crystals from silver-coloured soft glitter 
paper and adhere. Fix a brad through all circles.
Die cut the poinsettias from white velvet card and the leaves 
and heart of the flowers from night blue card. Position on the 
card front as per example. Apply glue to the flowers, sprinkle 
glitter on top and remove the loose glitter.
Die cut the one but smallest circle of CR1331 from white velvet 
card and adhere at the back, covering the folded pins of the 
brad. Die cut a white card stand.

Materials: 
Collectables: COL1393 (Eline’s 
Poinsettia), COL1393 (Eline’s 
Hellebore), Craftables: CR1434 
(Punch die-Bows), Creatables: 
LR0669 (Lantern & Label, 
mistletoe used), Die cut and 
embossing machine, Craft 
stencil: PS8046 (Christmas 
tree by Marleen), PS8077 
(Window with shutters-A4), 
Text stamps: CS1067 
(Handgeschreven-Kerst),  
Distress oxide ink: iced spruce, 
Stamping ink: Versafine 
crimson red, Versamark, 
Embossing powder: white 
(Wow) and heat tool, Pretty 
Papers design paper pads: 
PK9164 (Winterdays by 

Marleen), PK9170 (Wood & Stone A4 double-sided), Papicolor 
card Original: sea green (917), pearly white (930), olive green 
(945), vanilla (963), Kraft, Gesso, Lace, Mica, Hand punch: circle 
3 mm, Snow paste: arctic snow (Stamperia), Rope

Draw the window with shutters onto kraft card along the second 
line. Cut out, the hearts too. The window remains closed, it is 
the back of the card.
Draw the third line onto white card. Draw the hearts in the 
shutters and the four parts in the window. Cut out.
Draw the fourth line onto design paper, the hearts and the 
window parts too. Cut out.
Draw the window without the shutters onto design paper to 
create wallpaper, cut out and adhere to the kraft card

There is a Christmas tree in the room. 
Draw only the top three parts of the Christmas tree (PS8046) 
onto white card. Use the outer lines of the stencil. Use the inner 
lines to draw the three parts onto green design paper. Cut out 
and assemble the tree.
Cut baubles from design paper, hang them in the tree, together 
with a die-cut bow. Place the tree in the centre of the card.
 
Draw the planter (PS8077) onto kraft card, cut out and score the 
lines. Draw the front onto design paper too and cut out. Work 
the edges with gesso and adhere.
Work the other parts cut from design paper, with gesso too.
Adhere the window of design paper onto the white window. Cut 
mica to size and layer behind.
Adhere two pieces of lace to the window. Place the window with 
foam tape on the card.
Die cut and stamp two red poinsettias and five green leaves, 
work with gesso and assemble.
Die cut and stamp the hellebores from white velvet card, the 
hearts from green and assemble.

By Anja Zom
anjazomkaartenblog.blogspot.nl 



Materials:
Creatables: LR0676 (Trifold), 
LR0546 (Hibiscus), LR0670 
(Anja’s Creatable Plus set-swirl 
used), LR0693 (Anja’s Circle 
XS-twig used), Stamps+dies 
set: CS1028 (Mini-labels), 
Decoupage sheet: VK9592, 
Pretty Papers design paper: 

PK9157 (Soft Pastels), Card: white, Adhesive flat-backed pearls: 
CA3132 (white), Cadence finger wax: 6152, pearl, Lace, Scrap of 
vellum

Extra needed for these pages:
Marjoleine’s Grid Cheat sheet: 
LR0030

Extra needed for this page:
Marjoleine’s Circle Tracker tool: 
LR0037

Die cut and emboss a white trifold.
Die cut the pictures with the elongated die with stitches. Use 
the smaller elongated die to die cut an opening in the central 
part. Die cut a second central part with an opening. Adhere 
together with lace in between. Die cut a narrow frame from 
design paper with two elongated dies of different sizes at the 
same time. Adhere to the central part.
Die cut and emboss the ornaments twice and adhere to the top 
front ánd back of the trifold.
Die cut and stamp the mini label. Apply finger wax to the die-
cut flowers.
Complete the card and add flat-backed adhesive pearls.

Place the grid cheat sheet onto the bullet journaling page. If 
there are dots on the page, place the grid with its holes on the 
dots. A blank page without dots can be used too, of course.
Mark the corner points (and a few extra if you like) of each 
section with a pencil. Use the grid for guidance. Remove the 
grid and stamp the images. Draw all lines of the sections with 
a waterproof pen. Erase pencil lines before colouring in the 
images. Apply a little ink to a piece of plastic, add a droplet 
of water. Mix and use this ink to colour in the images. Make 
splashes by loading enough ink onto the brush and tap on it.

Use a pencil and the circle tracker tool to draw the sections 
of the circle tracker. You can choose any number of sections. 
For this page 32 were chosen. Draw one half, turn the tool, 
and draw the other half. Ink over the lines of the circles with 
a waterproof pen. Turn the tool after one half is done. Then 
ink over the pencil lines of the sections with a waterproof pen. 
Firstly, write all numbers with a pencil around the circumference 
of the circle. Then stamp the numbers. Because the numbers 
have already been written in pencil, you can start stamping all 
1’s and all 2’s, etc. Decorate the page with stamps. Erase pencil 
lines before colouring in the images. Apply a little ink to a piece 
of plastic, add a droplet of water. Mix and use this ink to colour 
in the images. Make splashes by loading enough ink on the 
brush and tap on it.

By Anja van Laar
anjavanlaar.blogspot.com

By Marjolein Zweed
marjoleinesblog.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for all pages:
Marjoleine’s BuJo stamps: MZ1907 (Maanden en Feest), MZ1908 (Dagen en Planning), MZ1909 (Tracker symbols), Stamping ink: 
Archival jet black, Ecoline pens: dark (506), yellow ochre (227), bronze green (657), Staedtler pigment liner: 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, 
Bullet journal, Water brush

PS8077
raam met luikjes A4 

210 mm

297 mm

1 2 3 4 Die cut a few green twigs and adhere five flowers in and on the 
planter. Adhere to the card.
Stamp the text onto the design paper shutters with Versamark 
transparent ink, sprinkle white embossing powder on top and 
melt with a heat tool.
Adhere the white shutters and the ones from design paper.
Die cut green mistletoe and punch white berries. Adhere 
together. Add a bow of tulle and rope to complete the card.


